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ABSTRACT
In patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS), the predicted short-term result of ischemic modiﬁed albumin (IMA) is still not recognised now. The above have been searched in PubMed, Embase, Medline, Cochrane Library databases, and Wanfang databases from
the beginning to June 2020. The study explored that patients with positive of IMA had diﬀerences in short-term results compared to
negative of IMA. Odds ratios for each study was compiled and conducted for heterogeneity assessment, quality review, publication
bias. A total of 684 patients (405 positive patients; 279 negative patients) were included in four studies. Comprehensive analysis
found that compared with the negative of IMA in patients with ACS, the positive of IMA in patients with ACS had a high incidence of
major cardiovascular adverse events (MACE) (HR 1.85; p=0.03), but there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the occurrence of cardiac
death (HR 4.40; p = 0.16). It was concluded that the positive of IMA in patients with ACS is associated with an increased incidence
of MACE, but there was no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in incidence of cardiac death. Due to the limited data coming from
diﬀerent research groups in diﬀerent countries, the diagnostic criteria for the IMA cut-oﬀ may be diﬀerent. Future large randomised
controlled trials will be certainly needed to conﬁrm these ﬁndings.
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INTRODUCTION
The value of ischemic modiﬁed albumin (IMA) in short-term prognosis of patients with acute coronary syndrome(ACS), remains
unclear, and there are still many controversies in application of
IMA in patients with acute coronary syndrome.1 It is important to
develop diagnosis and treatment plans for patients with ACS,
based on risk stratiﬁcation.2 So far, there are two main types of
risk stratiﬁcation methods: the Global Registry of Acute Coronary Events (GRACE)3 and the Thrombolysis In Myocardial
Infarction (TIMI). The two scoring methods are mainly based on
4
elevated biomarkers as risk factors. IMA and heart-type fatty
acid binding (HFAB) are biomarkers of myocardial ischemia that
have been neglected by everyone.5
In ACS patients, when myocardium is acutely ischemia, IMA
production increases, and as oxidative stress increases, IMA
levels are still signiﬁcantly elevated. The IMA had been proven
to be helpful for the diagnosis of ACS.6,7
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However, in patients with ACS, the prognostic value of IMA has
not been systematically evaluated. Studies have shown that
IMA has the potential to improve risk prediction once included in
risk scores.4,8
The aim of this meta-analysis was to investigate the association
between IMA and short-term prognosis in patients with ACS.

METHODOLOGY
This systematic review used the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.9
PubMed, Embase, Medline, Cochrane Library databases, and
Wanfang databases were searched from the beginning to June
2020, without limiting the language. The full text of the search
included ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction or STEMI,
non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction or NSTEMI,
myocardial infarction or MI, acute myocardial infarction or AMI,
acute coronary syndrome or ACS, unstable angina, and
ischemic-modiﬁed albumin or IMA.
Only controlled trials were screened to assess diﬀerences in
prognosis between IMA-positive and IMA-negative groups in
patients with ACS. The study included only controlled trials with
ACS patients, with short-term follow-up data on IMA levels (measured during hospitalisation or one month). Non-controlled
trials, researchs of stable angina, researchs where complete
information was not available, and researchs that lacked followup result, were excluded.
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was used to assess each risk of bias.14 The processing of the data
was based upon statements from the Cochrane Collaboration
and PRISMA statements.9 Review Manager 5.3 (RevMan) was
applied to this meta-analysis. Heterogeneity between
researches was analysed applying Chi-square tests of diﬀerences and I2 statistics of heterogeneity. The low, medium, and
high heterogeneity were deﬁned respectively by 25%, 50%,
and 75% of the I2 value.15 The Mantel-Haenszel test would
provide summary estimates of their 95% conﬁdence intervals
(CIs) and odd risks (ORs). When p was <0.05, the results were
identiﬁed as diﬀerent, and the statistical result value were two-tailed.

RESULTS

Figure 1: Flow diagram showing the procedure of selecting studies for
meta-analysis.

Figure 2: Fixed-eﬀect meta-analysis for major cardiovascular adverse
events. The ﬁgure shows the number of events, number of patients in the
positive and negative groups, odds ratio (OR), and 95% conﬁdence
interval (CI) for each trial, overall OR estimate with 95% CI and P-value for
association test, p- value for heterogeneity test, and (I2) measures of
trial inconsistenc.

Figure 3: Fixed-eﬀect meta-analysis for cardiac events.

Three investigators independently screened these studies and
independently extracted the following data from each study:
research design, inclusion and exclusion criteria, research
results, the time of publication, duration of follow-up, lead
author, sample information, and clinical baseline characteristics. The results of the assessment were short-term endpoints,
including the incidence of cardiac death and major cardiovascular adverse events (MACE).
Only three of these studies included cardiac death,10-12 and four
studies showed the occurrence of MACE.10-13
For each type of research bias, Cochrane’s risk assessment tool
842

A total of 1,668 studies were retrieved initially. After review, 545
with repetitive contents were excluded. Of the 1,123 entries
selected, 1,060 literatures that did not match the research, were
further removed. Sixty-three selected articles were reviewed in
the full text review. Among them, 59 articles (including meta-analysis, reviews, letters to editors, or clinical outcomes without prognosis) were deleted. In the end, four studies were consisted for this
meta-analysis (Figure 1).10-13
A total of four controlled studies were included in this meta-analysis. The 684 patients with ACS were eventually included in this
study (including 405 IMA-positive patients and 279 IMA-negative
patients). The average age of the included study population was
greater than 60 years. Table I shows the baseline characteristics
of the included research. Table II shows the demographic characteristics of the the included research. From the quality evaluation
results, every research had a low risk of bias, the NOS scores for
these studies were 7 to 8 points by performing methodological
quality assessment.16
All researchs evaluated the MACE between the IMA-positive group
and the IMA-negative group. The results of the MACE were
combined and the ﬁxed eﬀect models were compared. There was
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in MACE between the IMA-positive group
and the IMA-negative group (OR: 1.85; 95% Cl: 1.05-3.29; p =
0.03) and low heterogeneity (I2 = 0%, Figure 2).
Three of all researches evaluated cardiac death between the IMA-positive and IMA-negative groups. Data from three control
researches were pooled by random eﬀects models, and no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in cardiac death were found between the IMA-positive and IMA-negative groups (OR: 4.40; 95% Cl: 0.55-35.42; p =
0.16), with moderate heterogeneity among the studies (I2 = 58%,
Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
IMA is a metabolic variant of albumin. Under speciﬁc conditions of
hypoxia, acidosis and free radical production in the body, the
conformational change of the N-terminus of albumin, and the
resulting IMA molecules have weaker binding ability to transition
17
metals (such as cobalt, nickel and copper) than albumin. Due to
the diﬀerence in binding ability between IMA and albumin, the
concentration of IMA can be measured indirectly by the albumin
18
cobalt binding assay (ACB assay).
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Table I: Patient characteristics in each study.
Demographics
Number of Patients

Worster A
(189)

Consuegra-sanchez L
(207)

He XF
(86)

Kim JS
(205)

Age, mean ± S.D

61.5±14.5

61±13

61.38±11/67.23±10.46

63.7±11.6

Male gender (n)

112

142

57

151

Smoking history (n)

123

49

NA

42

Prior CAD (n)

56

46

NA

NA

Hypertension (n)

NA

92

NA

112

Diabetes mellitus (n)

41

30

NA

46

Hyperlipidemia (n)

NA

73

NA

107

NA: Not available.

Table II. Baseline characteristics.
Author

Worster A

Consuegra-Sanchez
L

Year

2005

2008

Study
methodology

Prospective

Prospective

Region

United
States

United
Kingdom

Sample
size
(% male)

189(59.3)

207(68.6)

IMA
cutoﬀ

80
U/mL

93.3
U/ml

Inclusion criteria
All patient aged 18
years or older with
potential cardiac
ischemia symptoms
that occurred within
6 hours before their
arrival at the
emergency
department, in whom
the emergency
physician elected to
order a test for
serum concentration
of cardiac troponin I
(cTnI). Participating
patients were
required to provide
reliable contact
information.
Ischemia-modiﬁ ed
albumin was
measured. Patients
who presented to the
emergency
department with
acute chest pain
suggestive of acute
coronary syndrome
within 3 h of the
onset of symptoms.

He XF

2009

Retrospective

China

86(66.3)

0.669
ABSU

NSTEMI，STEMI or
UAP patients with
chest pain within 12
hours, And
undergoing primary
PCI.

Kim JS

2010

Prospective

Korea

205(73.7)

98.5
U/ml

Patients with
ischemic chest pain
developed within 6 h
prior to admission

Exclusion criteria

Endpoints

Follow-up

NOS
score

Patients referred directly to
trauma or surgery; patients in
whom clinicians documented any
of the study outcomes (death, MI,
congestive heart failure, serious
arrhythmia or refractory ischemic
cardiac pain) before the results of
their ﬁrst cTnI becoming
available; and patients who
refused study participation.

Serious
cardiac

72 hours

7

Pregnant women; Patients with
acute renal failure, suspected
acute mesenteric ischemia,
peripheral vascular disease, or
brain ischemia; Inaccuracy of
timing for sample acquisition, and
12 patients whose biochemical
characterization was not
complete.

Cardiac
death,
MACE.

30 days

7

Death,
MACE.

During
hospitalization.

6

Cardiac
death,
MACE

30 days

8

Various infections, acute and
chronic inﬂammation, trauma,
malignant tumors, connective
tissue diseases, autoimmune
diseases, severe peripheral
vascular disease or peripheral
vascular thrombotic diseases,
stroke, surgery, severe liver and
kidney dysfunction, taking statins
one week before admission
Taking antibiotics or non-steroidal
anti-inﬂammatory drugs two
weeks before admission.
Patients with renal failure (serum
creatinine 1 1.5 mg/dl), lung
disease, peripheral artery
disease, mesenteric ischemia, or
a history of percutaneous
coronary intervention, coronary
artery bypass graft, or ischemic
stroke.

ABSU: Absorbance unit.

Since serum IMA levels have been used as prognostic indicators for ACS, there has been controversy. Whether level of
IMA aﬀects the prognosis of ACS patients has been the focus
of controversy.19 In patients with ACS, elevated IMA levels
increased the incidence of MACE in the short term, but did
not increase the incidence of cardiac death. Prognostic
features of biochemical markers of cardiovascular disease
caused by atherosclerosis have been identiﬁed in previous
research. Although serum IMA appears to contribute to the

clinical diagnosis and evaluation of patients with ACS, it is
unclear whether serum IMA levels are associated with prognosis in patients with ACS and promote the treatment of
their condition.
This meta-analysis evaluated four cohort studies to systematically assess the short-term impacts of IMA levels on cardiac
death and MACE in initially diagnosed ACS patients. It was
found that the IMA positivity groups may lead to an increase
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in the incidence of MACE in patients with ACS in the short
term (OR: 1.85; 95% Cl: 1.05-3.29). There was no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the incidence of cardiac death
between the IMA elevated group and the IMA normal group
(OR: 4.40; 95% Cl: 0.55-35.42). This study was the ﬁrst
meta-analysis of short-term prognosis for IMA levels in ACS
patients. According to this study, serum IMA levels
contribute to the prediction of short-term prognosis in ACS
patients. Kim and colleagues studied the association
between IMA levels and the short-term incidence of cardiac
death and MACE in patients with ACS, as this study included
many patients with unstable angina due to coronary artery
spasm, this group of patients usually has no unstable
plaque, so the incidence of cardiac death and MACE was
lower than the other three studies included in this meta-anal12
ysis. Angina caused by coronary artery spasm is deﬁned as
variant angina pectoris, which belongs to acute coronary
syndrome, therefore, these will not aﬀect this research
20
results. All patients with chest pain were patients with ACS,
and the onset time of chest pain was within 12 hours, the
IMA was monitored immediately after admission. Worster
and colleagues showed that the ACS patients after admission were repeatedly monitored for IMA, and the highest IMA
values were included in pooled analysis, which helps the IMA
13
to more accurately display the myocardial ischemia. On the
other hand, the heterogeneity of cardiac mortality between
the studies included. From the sensitivity analysis, it was
found that the study of He Xuanfang increased heterogeneity. This study was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the other
three studies because all patients enrolled in the study were
11
patients with chest pain within 12 hours. In some patients
with unstable angina in this study, the time from chest pain
to monitoring IMA was nearly 12 hours, In this case, only the
IMA would undergo a transient increase and then return to
normal levels quickly, so the authors consider the IMA
measurement of patients with partially unstable angina as
false negative. After the study was removed, the heterogeneity of pooled analysis was reduced to low heterogeneity
2
(I = 0%), and there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the incidence of cardiac death between IMA-positive ACS patients
and IMA-negative ACS patients, but because there were only
two studies included in our analysis, the introduction of
studies was less and the incidence of cardiac death was low,
the statistical results showed no statistical diﬀerence. Therefore, there has been no change in the research results.
This meta-analysis showed that the incidence of cardiovascular events was signiﬁcantly higher in the IMA-positive
group than in the IMA-negative group during short-term
follow-up of ACS patients. Despite the low heterogeneity,
there was a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the incidence of cardiovascular events in IMA-positive patients with
ACS. But the incidence of cardiac death was not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent between the IMA-positive group and the IMA-negative group. Elevated serum IMA levels may increase short-term risk in patients with acute myocardial ischemia, but
844

poor evidence for cardiomyocyte necrosis (Troponin I-negative).19 In terms of prognosis, MACE risk was higher in IMA-positive patients initially diagnosed with ACS, therefore, it
was proposed to use it as a prognostic indicator of ACS
patients, especially in patients initially diagnosed with acute
myocardial infarction. Overall, this meta-analysis showed
that IMA levels did provide some prognostic information for
the incidence of MACE in patients with ACS, but the rate of
cardiac death has no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence, since
the meta-analysis had only three studies included on the
association between IMA levels and cardiac death in patients
with ACS. If the authors removed one study that aﬀects
heterogeneity by He Xuanfang and colleagues, then only two
studies were included in this meta-analysis. Therefore, IMA
levels rarely provided information about cardiac death in
patients with ACS, and had is no signiﬁcant guiding value for
clinical prognosis.

CONCLUSION
Elevated serum IMA increases short-term poor prognosis in
patients with ACS, and that primary performance increases
the incidence of MACE. However, there is no signiﬁcant
increase in cardiac death. Monitoring IMA may help to better
risk grading and created personalised treatment strategies.
It may contribute to achieve the best care and lower healthcare costs, thereby elevating the quality of personal life,
reduce the incidence of hospitalisation and medical costs. If
IMA can be introduced into main stream risk grading
method, such as the Global Registry of Acute Coronary
Events (GRACE) and Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction
(TIMI) risk scores, it could play a big role in the predictability
and accuracy of clinical outcomes. However, elevated serum
IMA did not signiﬁcantly increase the incidence of cardiac
death in ACS patients.
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